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Opposition governors from Argentina's largest provinces finally signed a deficit-reduction
agreement with the administration of President Fernando de la Rua on Nov. 14. The agreement is
seen as crucial to government efforts to avert a default on its debt or a currency devaluation.
In August, the government implemented a zero-deficit plan under which the government spends
only what it collects in taxes. Because of the recession, now in its fourth year, the government
collects less in taxes each month, and the declining expenditures threaten further cuts, which in
turn deepen the recession. Tax receipts have fallen by more than 10% in the last two months, and
manufacturing and consumer sales have also fallen sharply. Unemployment has reached nearly
20%.
Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo says the country is now in a full-blown depression. To avert
the total collapse of the country's finances, he wants to restructure US$154 billion in federal and
provincial debt to free up resources to restart growth. Administration officials insist the government
will pay its debts, but right now it has not paid provinces some US$800 million in revenue sharing,
and it has no money to service its foreign debt, issue pension checks, pay suppliers and contractors,
or catch up on back pay owed to federal employees. Cavallo has said there is no alternative but to
accept the austerity accord and proposed debt swap if Argentina is to have a chance of repeating the
growth of 1990s, when the economy expanded by nearly 50%.

President says provinces must cooperate
The administration trimmed its disbursements to the provinces earlier this year, but many provinces
said they could not afford further cutbacks, and some had begun to pay state workers in bonds
or let back pay accumulate, triggering near-daily protests by employees. Governors belonging to
the governing Alianza coalition came to an agreement with the administration on Nov. 7, but the
opposition Partido Justicialista-peronista (PJ) governors, who control 14 of the 23 provinces with 80%
of the population, refused to sign on.
After frequently stalled negotiations, four influential PJ governors Buenos Aires Gov. Carlos
Ruckauf, Cordoba Gov. Jose de la Sota, Santa Fe Gov. Carlos Reutemann, and La Pampa Gov. Ruben
Marin signed the agreement. Four others from smaller provinces had signed the pact the day before.
The few remaining holdouts are expected to come on board in the coming days.
"The country is in danger and this might be the government's last chance to end this crisis," said de
la Sota. Only days earlier, Ruckauf had threatened to seize federal government property and take it
to court if the province's share of tax revenues was not forthcoming. "When the president has the
money, tell him to call me," Ruckauf said as he abruptly left a meeting of governors on Nov. 8.
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The agreement allows the federal government to reduce by 13% the US$1.3 billion in tax revenue it
shares with the provinces and the city of Buenos Aires each month. In exchange, de la Rua said the
domestic debt swap would save the provinces around US$1 billion each year. It calls for exchanging
provincial debt at double-digit interest rates for new bonds at 7%. The long-awaited deal with
the provinces also opens the possibility for additional support from foreign governments and the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), which made it clear that any further assistance depended on the
de la Rua administration getting its internal politics in order.

Debt swap called tantamount to default
The Emerging Market Creditors Association (EMCA) had become increasingly edgy as Argentina
prepared to swap US$60 billion in locally held debt for new securities that would pay less interest
over a longer time period.
"The international bondholding community is increasingly anxious about being excluded from
dialogue with the Argentines regarding the shape of the government's liability management and
restructuring process," said Mark Siegel, a board member at EMCA.
The Argentine government, which devotes a fifth of its budget to servicing its debt, describes the
swap as "voluntary." But some ratings agencies that believe local banks were pressured into it said it
is tantamount to default.

De la Rua visits US to explain swap
President de la Rua and other administration officials made a three-day visit to the US Nov.
9-11 to explain to investors the debt-swap plan and to participate in the UN General Assembly.
Economy Minister Domingo Cavallo and Foreign Relations Minister Adalberto Rodriguez Giavarini
accompanied the president. De la Rua had hoped to have the agreement with the governors in place
before meeting with US President George W. Bush in New York, but that did not happen. De la Rua
went before Wall Street investors on Nov. 9 to defend his plan for rescuing the economy, saying the
debt swap was the best way to keep Argentina solvent.
Although critics see the move as a sign that a default is imminent, de la Rua pledged that Argentina
would find a way to pay off its debt and emerge from recession. "Argentina has always honored and
will continue to honor its obligations," he said in a speech to about 300 investors and analysts. The
Argentine president met with Bush on Nov. 11. A Bush administration official told reporters that
the US president had expressed support for IMF efforts to come to Argentina's aid and for efforts to
restructure the debt.
When he returned to Buenos Aires, de la Rua said the trip had been a success. But some news
reports said that Bush warned de la Rua that he must resolve the political problems at home to
ensure fulfillment of the zero deficit policy if he wanted further monies from the IMF and the
political support of the White House. "Beyond the good wishes, the interest on the part of President
Bush, I didn't see anything else," said political analyst Ricardo Rouvier, after watching de la Rua
summarize the trip on Argentine television.
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Economists disagree on effects of a devaluation
An Argentine default, still a worry to investors, would be the biggest-ever bond default by a
developing country, dwarfing even Russia's 1998 crisis. And de la Rua has said that devaluing
Argentina's currency would be disastrous to the economy. But not all economists see a devaluation
in such dire terms.
US economist Paul Krugman says that the rigidity of Argentina's monetary system, designed to
protect against inflation, precludes it from taking actions to fight deflation, such as cutting interest
rates or letting the currency depreciate. Instead, he says, Argentina has gone through wave after
wave of fiscal austerity, each time with the promise that the newest wage and job cuts would restore
confidence and produce economic recovery, and each time the recession has only deepened,
increasing social tension and further reducing confidence. Krugman suggests that Argentina let the
peso float and do what is necessary to save the economy.
In contrast to even 11 months ago, some Argentine industrialists have joined in calling for a
devaluation to end the fiction that an Argentine peso has the purchasing power of a US dollar.
"It should become clear now that convertibility is the culprit [of the economic problems]," wrote
Jorge Born, former president of grain giant Bunge & Born, in The Buenos Aires Herald. "Since the
1=1 dollar peg has to come to an end...then surely the time to do it is when there are still reserves
to control the process." Cavallo is due to meet US Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill on Nov. 19 at a
meeting in Ottawa of the Group of 20 finance ministers from industrialized and emerging countries.
Argentina's economic crisis and the ongoing efforts to resolve it are expected to be a major topic for
discussion.
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